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Cybercom delivers Outotec´s new Virtual
Experience Training System
Outotec and Cybercom have signed an agreement on the delivery of
a new IT-solution to support Outotec's Virtual Experience Training
service. The project has started and will be delivered in spring 2013.
“We seek top level expertise from our partners as well and we knew when we signed the delivery contract that we
would get both expertise and a solution that supports the implementation of our strategy, says Jussi Järvinen,
Outotec’s product development manager from the Automation Product Line unit. “We are pleased with the
previous project deliveries and therefore we trust to the skills and delivery ability of Cybercom.”
This new virtual Experience Training System is designed mainly for training operators in the virtual world.
“I am also pleased this opportunity to support Outotec to develop their training services further. I am convinced
that we can meet Outotec's expectations now and in the future. For Cybercom this is a breakthrough in the new
solutions area where we see interesting opportunities”, says Petteri Puhakka, the managing director of Cybercom
Finland.
Outotec’s competitiveness is based on excellent proprietary technologies, strong process expertise in the entire
production chain, good references, and a solid reputation in delivering large projects and turnkey plants.
“Outotec’s aim is to help customers maintain and improve efficiency with its services during the whole life-cycle of
the equipment, process and plant. It develops and provides technological solutions for the sustainable use of
Earth's natural resources,” Järvinen stresses.
Read more about Virtual Experience Training: http://www.outotec.com/pages/Page____41156.aspx?epslanguage=EN
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About Cybercom
Cybercom is an IT consulting company that assists leading companies and organisations to benefit from the opportunities of the
connected world. The company’s areas of expertise span the entire ecosystem of communications services. Cybercom’s
domestic market is the Nordic region, and in addition the company offers global delivery capacity for local and international
business. Cybercom was founded in 1995 and has been quoted on the NASDAQ OMX Stockholm exchange since 1999.
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